SENTENCE TYPE PRACTICE

Directions: Label each sentence simple (S), compound (C), complex (CX), or compound-complex (CCX) in the space provided.

_____ Students may use the computers, handouts, and books in The Writing Center without accepting direct assistance of a tutor, although required credit for English classes.

_____ Since she has entertained several elite groups, she should be qualified to present workshops on a variety of topics, as all experiences are not the same.

_____ Writing tutors often assist students regarding the organization of their essays, and they are able to help with sentence patterns and construction as well.

_____ Alice played the piano while Mary played her flute.

_____ When it began to rain, the game was cancelled, and we were disappointed.

_____ Unless we do all of our homework, we will not be able to watch television.

_____ In order to gain the most benefit from a writing consultation, students should bring instructions for the assignment and some written portion of the essay.

_____ It is a good idea to set up the Word Document in MLA Format before beginning to write the essay.

_____ The Writing Center is available for all students at Trident Technical College.

_____ Because students have individual needs, writing tutors question students in order to determine their specific needs.

_____ The *Little Sea Gull Handbook* is very helpful in many ways.

_____ Essays should include simple, compound, and complex sentences.

_____ When someone is telling a story, it is sometimes difficult to understand the difference between what actually happened and what was only perceived.